
Pathfinder Society
Revolution on the

Scenario #1-08:
Riverside
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It seems the River Kingdoms have always been a land where kings can rise and fall in the span of a day, and the events you experienced

in Artume proved how fragile peace really is in this region. For good or ill, your actions have shaped Artume in away that will impact
the region for years to come. Or at least until the next time the throne changes hands.

trtrtrRiver Kingdoms Politician (General): You have made yourself, one way or another, a known quantity
in the realm of River Kingdoms politics. Upon completing an adventure set in the River Kingdoms or
Razmiran, you may check a box next to this boon when using your downtime to Earn Income to participate
in the political intrigues of the region, allowing you find an Earn Income task of up to yoru level +1.

Once all three boxes next to this boon are checked, this boon has a special effect in a future adventure.
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+1 shortsword 0evel 2; 35 gp)

hat af the magi fevel 3; 50 gpJ

scroll of dorkness 0evel 3; discounted

price 6 gp; limit lJ

lems Sold / Conditions Gained
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ITITAT VAIUE OF ITEMS SOID

Add1l2 this value to the "ltems Sold' Box

Items Bought / Conditions Clead

$rtr\q" fw,r Frr fr"{U^ 65 Er+1 striking shartsword [level 4; 100 gp)

goggles of night 0evel 5; 150 gp)

scroll of haste [level 5; discounted price

15 gP; limit 1)
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